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Letters
Dcar Martin (and thc rcst of your motley crcw),

’

I understand that thc Source “welcomes all letters” so I’d
like to take this opportunity todo something not many liberals have
ever done: namcly, thank the Source for thcir excellent insight.
Thc March issue “Month in Rcview” section bcgan with
the recognition of “Asian Awarcncss Week” at Tufts. While I do
feel this pcriod is necessary to alert thc community of the aspects
of being an Asian inra generally white society, sometimes it can be
taken too far. For insmcc, therc arc Asian support groups, Asian
students dinncrs, Asian formals, Asian parties and of course the
Asian students Club. More often than not, Asians go to dinner
togcthcr too. What good is the wondcrful diversity we have at this
university if non-Asians never arc able to spend time with Asians?
I am an Asian and am very proud of that fact. I am not the
slightcst bit insccurc about my culture but sometimes I wonder
about many others on this campus. It seems that some are so
uncertain about themselves that instead of trying to be the best
individual they can in our society thcy hide behind their race. By
telling the world they’re Asian (or any other minority) repeatedly,
if thcy don’t get what thcy want, society’s being racist. Please
don’t think I sei! no value in sharing experiences with others who
have gone through similar ones, but wouldn’t the ideal society be
color blind? Lct’s incroduccourselves as individuals, not members
of a particular race. Thc Sourcc is absolutely correct on this one
T w PRIMARY
SOLRCE
welcomes all letters. The Editors of
The Primary Source reserve the right to edit letters for length
and clarity. Please include jour name and telephone number for
confirmation.
Mail To: .%layer Campus Center; Tufts L;Medford, .MA 02155
~

(though I had to look through 24 pages to find the one paragraph I
could agree with).
Now the real rcason I’m writing. Though Adam Conn no
longer is the gcncral managcr of WMFO, our executive board is
hardly “bcwildcrcd.” Perhaps “overjoyed” would be a better
description or “extremely happy” or “relieved.” At the very least,
the exccutivc board must be described as “competent.” (And don’t
you forget it!) Be nice now,
Bret Nalani Bicoy
Public Service Director, WMFO

TO THE EDITORS:
I have considered carefully Andrew Zappia’s well-written
and thoughtful article about me in the March, 1990, PRIMARY
SOURCE (“The Political Chaplain”). I will try to be more
introspective, but I do not feel I am using religion as a veil for
political motives; instead I believe I am fulfilling a religious
responsibility to speak out on moral and ethical issues (which may
of course have political implications). However, I am deeply
concerned if any studcnt therefore feels alienated from me, perceives
that I am not equally interested in his or her needs, or thinks that I
am neglecting counseling, worship or teaching responsibilities.
While I will not stop trying publicly to provide spiritual, moral and
ethical leadership for the university, I will also do my best to find
ncw opportunities -- interpersonal, pastoral, liturgical and instructional
-- to try to convince ALL members of the Tufts community that I
am indeed YOUR university chaplain and always available to you
in need or not.
Sincerely ,
Scotty McLennan

“
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MASSPIRG
The morc traditional subliminal nicssagcs and phallic s! mhol?;
With last week’s Senatc votc of 15 to 9 to 0 to deny funding for allow the consumcraccrlilin mode lordenial of“scx sclls.“ Vv:ccall
the MASSPIRG chapter at Tufts, students were frecd of the for a rcturn to the morc traditional mcans ofsclling with SCX.
tyrannical group, but only in spite of thcmselves. More than
Space
anything else, it seems to have been MASSPIRG’s scattergun
Aftcr morc than tcn ycars o f technological breakthroughs
publicity tactics which finally rcvcaled for all to see that which
many had long suspected of MASSPIRG; namely its inherently and financial sctbacks, NASA announccd that all systems arc go
money-grubbing nature. Down but not yet out, MASSPIRG can be for thc launch o f the Hubblc Spacc Tclcscope aboard thc Spacc
counted on to rear its head again next year. In this calm before the Shuttle. Thc scicntific community, and rcally thc whole intcrcstcci
storm it thercfore might be prudent to examine some contentions world, anxiously awaits the startup of this phcnomcnal optical
with which one could f m e the next and (hopefully)final engagcmcnt. device which will allow humans to pccr into thc cclcstial dcpths
MASSPIRG’s stated goal is to advocate environmcntal unoccludcd by thc carth’s atmosphcrc.
Among thc i n and consumer protection-numerable m m d s which will
nice in itself, but in need of
bc rcvcalcd to us arc Barnard’s
more explanation.
Is
Star and thc star Vcga.
MASSPIRG thc only vehicle
Earthbound astronomers
for expressing environmental
suspcct that Barnard’s Star
sentiments? Against whom
posscsscs a planetar) s. yjstcm
are they to advocate, at what
which may ruscmblc our own,
level, for what reason? And
and
lhcy havc obscrvcd a dust
advocate in what arena, the
cloud surrounding thc star
State House? The courts?
Vega which is yuitc possibly
Congress? Only well-funded
an infant planetary systcm.
lobbying groups can mount
such a gargantuan political
Condolences
task, yet with plundered
Thc staff of TIIE
student money MASSPIRG
PRIMARY
SOLRCEcxtcnds its
can afford to play with the
sincere
condolcnccs
to the
big boys. More importantly
families of Annc Borghcsani
for students, what about the
and Roger Woldorf at thc
objects of MASSPIRGsnoisy
loss of their lovcd ones. Wc
political broadsides? By
pray for the reposc of thcir
whose standards are they
souls.
evaluated? Are they naughty
corporations which the .
Maggie May
MASSPIRG machine needs
Two weeks ago Margarct Thatchcr’s Conscrvativc Parly
to politically eliminate? Who knows. Only the individual can
answer these questions, and thc decision to support any political in Britain lost a crucial Parliamcntary by-clcction to thc Labour
cause based on these answers also rests solely with the individual. Party in a seat once considcrcd safe for the Conscrvatives. Aftcr
When MASSPIRG initiates another non-binding referendum this electoral loss, riots in London, two ycars of nasccnt dissatisfaction
next year, consider that political causes like MASSPIRG cannot with Tory leadership, and a rcccnt poll which put Tory support at
legitimately be funded by the collectivity based on the results of a twenty-four perccnt nationwidc, cvcn Parliamcntary back-hcnchcrs
campus-widereferendum question, because the collectivity has no are now grumbling publicly for Mrs. Thatchcr’s resignation. But
authority over what political causes the individual chooses to even though Mrs. Thatcher may be a1 a low point in hcr political
support, if any at all. If nothing else, consider that an early civil life, it is not yet timc to bounce thc Iron Lady out of 10 Downing
libertarian, Thomas Jefferson, believed that to force somebody to Street. For examplc, her warm-ish rclationship with Sovict lcadct
Gorbachev has placed her in thc enviable position of lcading
furnish funds for political ends is “sinful and tyrannical.”
British interests into the opcning markets of Eastern Europc.
Considering this rapidly dcvcloping ncw world cnvironmcnt one
Sex Sells
We have noticed a recent proliferation of skin in the would hope Mrs. Thatcher could gct her party togcthcr bcforc thc
advertisements of many national magazines. There are ads Labour shadow govcrnmcnt sncaks inlo power by dcl‘ault.
blantently insinuating orgy, showing tangledarrays ofbodies with
shadows falling on all the wrong places. On occasionone can even
find a breast. We do not f e d this is an appropriate way to advertise.
j
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Month in Review
Aftcr thc Lord God Jumbo scnt tcn plagucs down upon thc
hcads of thc pcoplc of thc land of Tufts, thc Pharoah Knablc was
sorc afraid, for hcr first born policy had bccn lakcn by thc Angcl of
Dcath. Thc Tribcs of thc Scniors lcft Mcdford for the Rcal World,
about onc thousand (or fivc thousand by the reckoning of the
Billyitcs) on thc march. Pcoplc of various sorts joincd them in
grcat numbcrs, including thcir families. There wcrc Saabs and
BMW’s, too, yea, vcrily. Thc time that thc Scniors had spcnt in the
land of Tufts was four ycars. And on rhc day that thc four ycars
cndcd thc cntirc array of thc Jumbo left Tufts. Thcy had bccn
drivcn out of Mcdford with no time for dallying and had not
providcd lor thcmsclves cmployment. Thus, thcir wallctsnwcrc
unlcavcncd. In rcmcmbrancc of that day we givc no offcrings as
alumns.
Thc Jumbo spokc unto Martin and said, “Consecrate all fhc fifstborn to my institution, the first issuc of every womb. -Whetherman
or fcminist, this is mine.”
Martin and Micheal said unto thc Seniors, “Kccp this day in
rcmcmbrance, thc day you came out of Tufts, kom the house of
Divcrsity, for it was by shecr luck that theLord God Jumbo brought
you out of it. On this day in the month of May you are leaving Tufts
to cntcr thc land of thc Enginccrites, the Doctoritcs, the Lawycrites,
and thc Accountantitcs, a land with cash flow problcms, taxes and
utilities.”
And though they werc sore afraid, the Seniors knew that thc
Lord God Jumbo would be watching over them always. Thus they
wcnt out from that spot...
from the Book of Diversify;
Exodus, 12:37-51
In response to all the whoopla over the peace dividcnd, we
suggest a top Len other ways to spcnd the MassPIRG dividcnd:
1. Increase funding for the Source,
2. Buy Peggy Barrett a wig.
3. Get the Source its own computcrs.
4. Give Ross some money for all those “special” favors.
5. Buy the Source a new office.
6. Buy Dean Knable a copy of “Suunk and White”.
7. Get the Source a full-time coordinator: W.F. Buckley
8. Buy IGC some votcs on CFS.
9. Buy the Source a company car.
10. GIve MassPIRG one hell-of a bon voyage party.

Whilc Brown University almost snared Mikhail Gorbachev as
its graduation speaker, Tufts seniors have will have the unenviable
privilcge of hearing Robert Coles at the May twentieth
Cornmcncement. Robert Who?
Thc bcttcr question is Robert Why? The University’s fiscal belttightening hasapparently squeezedoutfunds fora morememorable
windbag. But, Bob wasnot found in thecommencement Speakers’
Booth a1 thc Intcrcollcgiatc Bargain Basement. He was purchascd
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in Harvard’s Boutiquc.
Whilc TIIFP K I W ~Sot
K YRVE has not lcarncd thc actual amount of
Colcs’ compcnsation, wc know it is at Icast fifty ccnts for thc #96
Bus. Scvcnty fivc if hc takcs thc T.
Ihc sclcction of silvcr-tongucd Bob also shows how Tufts has
never quitc rccovered from its case of flah-vud envy. Since the
“Light on thc Hill” has neverflickcrcd with thc acadcmic brillance
of thc Charlcs River Boys, the olc Brown and Bluc has rcsigned
itself to adopting at lcast the politics of, if not thc rcputation of, the
Ivied Crimson. Tufts seniors havc cndurcd four ycars of thc
revisionism, dcconstructionism, and hard-corc socialism spouted
by thcir idcology-boundprofissors. But the Univcrsity fccls fhat
thc soon-to-bealumsnccdone morc doscagcof Icft-wingguilt, this
timc administcrcd by a pinko shrinko. Howcvcr, this time the
listcncrs will not bc rcquired to compromise their intellectual
intcgrity by rcgurgitating rhe disagreeable diatribe on an exam.
Thc ncw dangcr is that our unsuspccting parcnts and relatives
will cquatc this kind ofcxhortation with cducation. Is thc company
of lcamcd pcoplc good company?
Alas, seniors should not complain too much. I t could havc becn
worse. The spcakcr could havc bccn Clifton Wharton. Or Gloria
Stcincm.
In an attempt to improve future Tufts Comrncncemcntr, we on
THEPRIM~RY
SOL‘RCE
propose an alternative list of speakers:
1. Steven Gobie: We understand that he comes real cheap.
2. Joel the Homeless Guy: At lcast he has a rcputation.
3. A videotape of Jcan Maycr’s Matriculation Addrcss.
4. Gus Hall: He’s dying for an audience.
5 . Anna in Hodgon: Her speech will be brief, “Pizza, Pima.”
6. John Sununu: Whoops! We forgot he’s too good for us now.
7. Ginny Hamilton: We hcar shc’s only asking 533,000.
8. Rich Little: At least he could imitate somconc important.
9. Jessica Hahn: At least shc’s donc somconc intcrcsting.
10. Lenin: The political climatc on this campus would be morc
to his liking than that in the Krcmlin.

e Source has spcnt a fair amount of timc this year poking fun
at Billy Jacobscn. Well, we would like to thank Billy for bcing
such a good sport. We would also like to say that we arc sorry for
our erroneous entry in thc Month in Review last month stating that
Billy stole the Financial aid issue from Stu Roscnberg. We havc
dcvotcd a lot of copy to Billy and we hope hc knows it was all in
good fun and that wc will really really miss him next year.
Now that Dartmouth has lost thcir “Indian”, Tufts should follow
in suit and retire the Jumbo. Aftcr all, now thats hc’s dead and
burned, do we still havc to opprcss elephants? Thc civilization of
mankind was built on thc blood, swcat, and tcars of the African
elephant. It’s time wc all acknowlcdgcd that wc are all bcstiaphobcs,
and stopped bcing specicsists. Punish the Pachy Patty Payoff
Perpetrators.

As the school year finally draws to a close, we become misty-eyed
when we reminisce about all the happenings of the past year. Who
could ever forget...
-the Wessel Whacker?
-the administration’s carefully thought-out "free" speech
policy?
-homophobia, vegephobia, bestiaphobia,. ..
-guerilla theater, the best form of drama at Tufts?
-the movement of student feminists (too bad they didn’t move
off the campus)?
-SOFA, our own private hate club?
-the chapel protest: another trial of first amendment rights?
We at the Source only hope that next year will be absolutely
nothing like this one...
ngratulations to the Central America Collective on finding
some of the last communists outside Cuba and the American
Universities. We always like to see a little humor mixed into
serious political debate.
er holding our breath for so long, Donald Trump has finally
outdone himself- the Trump Taj Mahal. Coming up next: the
Trump Pyramids, the Trump Gardens ofBabylon, the Trump
Washington Monument, the Trump Wall of China...
In our next issue: Conservatives- How did we become God?

As usual, this year’sSports Illustrated swimsuit issue has been
met with the expected protests from various feminist groups. The
Source would like to make it known that we do not believe that
women should be exploited in such an “unrevealing” manner.
Besides, women are much better exploited in the movie industry! !!

TWTS VERY OWN “ACADEMY AWARDS”
Best Silent Film- the Chapel protest
Best Press Release- Free Speech Movement
Best Costumes- “Gorilla” Theater
Best Set Design- Olin Language Center
Best Actor in a Drama- Bruce “Die Hard” Reitman in The Free
Speech Policy
Best Actor in a Comedy- Bruce “Die Hard” ReitmanPXP.
Best Actress in a Drama- Bobbie Knable in Driving Me Crazy
Best Actress in a Comedy- Ginny Hamilton in Teenage Mutant
Ninja PIRGers
I
Best Makeup/Hair Design- take a wild guess!
Best Overall Film-I’m Different Your Different We’re All OK!
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would like to dispel any rumors that
Marks is considering to take the Senate seriously. How
preposterous!
E

THEPRIMARY
SOURCEwould also like to dispel any rumors that
CSL member Zappia is considering to take the Committee on
Student Life seriously. Any committee
that sees itself so insightful as to rewrite the
Constitution of the United States is itself
preposterous.
Senator Randy Rabid Rabbit Ravitz was
successful in his reelection effort largely
because of his pgressive campaign slogan,
” I wint to cut, cut, cut, and cut some
more.” The Rabbit was also a favorite due
to his refined social graces. When invited
to Media Advisory Board, the Rabbit
responded, ” Thanks for asking me to come
and I spit on you, here, I spit on you again.“
Now that Ross Ginsberg is no longer the
Senate treasurer, we are going to make a
little prediction.
We would like to give a very special
thanks to:
Matt Sands

-

7

Teenage Mutant Ninja PIRGers try to coerce another senator
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MASSPIRG vs. The Senate
Andrew P. Zappia

MassPIRG is no more. Like a
leech denied by its host,our PIRG has had
its life flow of cashclampedand now begins
the process of self destruction. Although
MassPIRG still has its little office and a
few hypnotized supporters, as a money
making machine MassPIRG is dead. The
decay of the superstructure will surely follow.
While the issue of MassPIRG is hopefully
concluded,the ramificationsfor our student
Senate are considerable and will have
important implications for the future. The
episode with MassPIRG is precedent-setting
for our student government in that with
uncharacteristic courage the TCU Senate
has finally shown itself cognitive of the
financial responsibilities with which it has
been endowed.
Tufts University is very unique in
the way in which it funds its student
organizations. Tufts has institutionally
devoted itself to the financing of almost
every student organization desirous of
funding. Not only does the university require
every enrolled student to contribute to the
maintenance of extracurricular activities

through the student activities fee, but the
university goes so far as to allow the students
themselves to allocate the money. It is for
this reason thatthe TCU Senate and Judiciary
are arguably the most powerful and influential
student government organizations in the
country.
With this power come
responsibilitiesand pressms not easily borne
by a student government.
The TCU Senate is given a yearly
budget of approximately five hundred
thousand dollars supplied by the student
activities fee. This money is provided to
them in a covenant of trust. The money is
to be spent for the promotion and finance of
studentactivitiesofeveryvariety.Itis tobe
dispensed judiciously, evenly, and without
discrimination and political bias. The money
must be spent by Tufts students for activities
directly benefitting the Tufts community.
Organizations are required to account for
all their expenditures and avoid the payment
of salaries to professionals. It is in this
context that the funding of MassPIRG made
such a mockery of the TCU senate’s
obligations.

Throughout the controversy
concerning MassPIRG, no one has argued
that it is an unimportant organization. Clearly
the efforts of MassPIRG for environmental
and consumer protection are truly beneficial.
However, the central question was how
should theseeffortsbefunded, nottheworth
of the activities. This central question was
often obscured by MassPIRG’s own
propaganda. They preferred to center the
defense of their organization around the
activities they pursue,rather than the means
by which they acquire their funds.
Unsurprisingly, their activities are infinitely
more defensible than their funding strategy.
TuftsPIRG is a member of a
statewide organization, MassPIRG, and is
governed by a twenty-eight-school Board
of Directors. Any TCU funds given to
MassPIRG pass directly into the control of
this Board. No receipts can be provided to
guaranteethat the money given to MassPIRG
is devoted specifically to the benefit of the
Tufts community. Furthermore, the state
organization requires that over seventyfive percent of MassPRG’s funding be
spent on salaries for professional organizers.
Finally, the budgets for MassPIRG chapters
are not calculated individually, but as a
percentage of the total state budget. It is
obvious from these factors that MassPIRG
would have to achieve very special status to
receive TCU Senate funding. It was the
denial of this status that led directly to the
suspension of MassPRG’s funding.
By rejecting MassPIRGs budget
request, the TCU Senate has finally begun
the task of applying equal standards to all
student organizations.
Even more
importantly, the Senators ,have shown
themselves so committed to fiscal
responsibility that they would even reject
funding for an organization that most of the
Senators find politically agreeable. This
devotion to fiscal responsibility represents
an act of courage as well.
MassPIRG has consistently Shown
itself contemptuous of our student

Please see PIRG, page 20
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The Men Who Would Be King
Julian Barnes has for a
long time been considered the
eventual star of the TCU Senate.
His decision to enter into the
“Junior’s domain” by running
for the TCU Presidency as a
Sophomore shows that he is
unwilling to await his appointed
time to assume that reputation.
Julian is a mover on the Senate.
Directory photo Considered efficient, rational,and
shrewd, Julian has surely put
himself above the average Senator. Some have described him as
a technocrat, the man with a plan, the organizer. Julian seems to
enjoy tasks in the Senate where he can define the terms and deal
with challenges factually and with accuracy. Some question
whether he has the vision necessary to lead the Senate. This
argument is aided to some degree by Julian’s involvement in the
financial aid issue. Julian played a integral part in the protest, but
he seems to have no other issue on his mind. Surely, financial aid
is of central importance, but with a platform so narrow, can he
create a strong-issue based candidacy? In last Thursday’s debate
Julian began his remarks by stating, “I’ve been called pompous,
arrogant, and conceited.” It is true, he has been called all of these
things. Part of this comes from his position on campus, he not only
holds several influential “upperclassman” posts, but he carries
himself like a Senior as well. This does not always induce
favorable opinions from those who had to work much longer to
move up through the ranks. Julian is ambitious, he’ll tell you so
himself, but it must be said that his ambition has benefitted the
student body in many respects. Rather than pursue his goals in a
private manner, Julian has committed himself to public service,
describing himself as “by the students, with the students, for the
students.” Unfortunately, this is probably rhetorical garbage,
especially in view of the elitist, club-like nature of the TCU Senate.
But one must concede that at least his intentions, unlike his
mannerisms, are well placed.
Julian would be the first African-American to be president
of the TCU Senate. This fact may inspire support from many
quarters. Regardless of his race, Julian is qualified to be president
and it would be disappointing if the student body were to become
less interested in issues than appearances. On most issues, from
free speech to race awareness classes, Julian comes across as a
positive moderate. Although, it always pays to play the moderate
in campaigns like this one. The biggest question of Julian’s
candidacy is if he can inspire the TCU Senate to work together. In
the past there has been much internal strife in the Senate. With his
strong and condescending personality, subjugation rather than
cooperation may become the rule of the day at Senate meetings.
This would be a big step backward.

Harlan Tenenbaum has
been the favorite for the next
TCU President for over a year.
Harlan is surely a smooth operator and has shown considerable
ambition to reach the top. In his
Fist weeks on the Senate, he attempted to get elected Parliamentarian with little or no experience. His eventual election to
this position, to a council chair,
Observer photo
and to Vice President show that
he does inspire at least some degree of confidence in his fellow
Senators. In his effort to be a popularly elected President, Harlan
will have to shed the insider image that has won him so much
success in the Senate.
In some respects Harlan is too smooth for his own good.
He has been called everything from a demagogue to a snake oil
salesman. Harlan likes to talk about creating a proactive Senate
rather than what he terms the reactive body that exists today. It’s
funny, for a man so interested in being acreative leader, he is completely unwilling to stick his neck out on many issues. With the
exception of Free Speech -- Harlan opposes any Free Speech
Policies, he is a fence-sitter on most everything else. In being
forced to face such a diverse student electorate, Harlan may feel he
needs to be everyone’s candidate to win.
”
Harlan in many ways is the typical resume candidate. He
has achieved a great deal of electoral success during his years on
the Senate,but in the realm of legislative accomplishment the plate
is almost empty. There is nothing wrong with a resume candidate,
however there is nothing particularlyright about one, either. There
is a big difference between succeeding the clubby TCU Senateand
being a good President. Whereas in the old style of election the
insider had the advantage, with a popular vote it could be a difficult
obstacle.
L
Harlan has stated that the theme of his candidacy is
“experience, responsibility, and results.” Apart from being wholely
generic, it is a good place to start. The TCU Senate has not been
high on results or responsibility in recent years. Harlan knows the
institution and his diplomatic qualities could be a cohesive force as
President. There is no doubt that Harlan is a consensus builder,
however his reputation as a visionary is more illusory. Harlan can
surely keep the good internal relations in the Senate going, but will
he be willing to make enemies to get something done.
In a Parliamentary election Harlan would have been a
clear favorite; when facing all of the students he has a big job ahead
of him.

-- Andrew Zappia
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Time to Get Real
Martin R. Menke

Do not misunderstand, all of these
organizations serve legitimate pwposes, but
only within the context of the Tufts undergraduate community. The Senate’s call to
dentgovernmentofficials,officersandstaffboycott El Salvadoran coffee or some foolof the campus media, and the leaders of a ish sit-in at a religious service resemble
few other student organizations determine
and enact policy for their fellows. On them
the burdens of public life lie, often lie
heavily. The Tuftonian microcosm includes
all the political forces at work in the “real
world,” and a few never heard of beyond
the borders of academia. Differentiation
between values specific to Tufts and such
current in state and national society often
proves difficult. Student leaders unfortunately lose the trans-Tuftonian perspective
occasionally, becoming too wrapped up in
the tiny world between Hillside and Powderhouse Hill, much to the campus’ detriSenator Ginsberg, hard at work
ment. Student leaders take themselves too
seriously.
If this fine journal ceased publica- week-old Daily articles: In the great scheme
tion tomorrow, Tufts could possibly con- of things, they don’t matter.
How many students inform themtinue to exist. Even better, imagine how
peaceful life without The Daily would be... selves about such momentous decisions as
Consider a Tufts devoid of ethnic strife. ALBO’s recommendation of zero funding
Students of all races would continue to for MASSPIRG or Vice President Rotberg‘s
achieve their degrees. A special victim of tenure review? Of these, how many care?
hyperinflated importance is the TCU Sen- Finally, how many care to act? Probably no
ate. The Senate fulfills one vital function, more than twenty percent of the student
and one only, to approve the ALBO budget body. Of these twenty percent, half are the
recommendation.

Of the more than four thousand
undergraduate students at Tufts University,
well less than ten percent actively participate in the university’s political life. Stu-

B
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same student leaders who raised these issues in the first place.
Granted, some issues are vitally
important to the well-being of our community: free speech, financial aid, and incidents of intentional --rather than ignorant - racism or sexism. Even, or rather especially, the discussion of these issue, however, would benefit immensely from a more
dispassionate tone in the university community. Heated argument and standpoints
carried to the extreme are antithetical to
dialogue.
Reconsidering the heated debate
surrounding a number of campus controversies over the past three years, I now wish
that in some instances, I had just sat back
and smiled, rather than foolishly embroiled
myself in some of these debacles. But then,
Tufts would have been no fun at all. I
imagine life after Tufts, a life devoid of the
Source, The Daily, The Observer, TLGBC,
Catholic Center, and Ballou Hall, that perpetual s o m e of entertainment ranging from
high drama to vaudevillian slapstick, will
be quite drab and monotonous. I’ll let you
know

...

Mr. Menke is a Senior majoring in History
and is enrolled in the program for teacher
certification.

Census Absurdius
Chuck Marks

What’s the difference between a They must begin to define more and more that might mean a lot of fine print, maybe
groups. And they must also consider that we should just leave questions of “race”
Black and a Negro?
This is not a racist joke. It’s the these groups can intermix. They must not completely off the form. After all, it is
fmt question one might ask when looking only haveFrenchand Anglo-Saxon but also about fifty years out of date, isn’t it?
over thenew CensuslndividualReport. So, Franco-Anglo-Saxon, not to mention AnSenator Marks is a sophomore mawhat is the difference? I have no idea, go glo-Saxo-French,andFranco-Anglo-Saxojoring in Chemical Engineering and Engask the bureau.
French.
The new form raises other conSounds almost like there is an infi- lish.
cerns, particularly in the box labeled “Race”. nite number of groups. That’s not true.
The United States government officially There are only about five billion. Hmm,
recognizes five ethnic groups: Native r
American, Asian, White, African Ameri- I
I
can, and Hispanic. We’ll pass over the facts I
I
that Hispanics are White, and that Whites, I
I
Asians, and Hispanics are able to be Ameri- I
I
cans, too, and get right to the heart of the I
I
matter.
I
I
The 1990 census form changes
I
I
thing around a bit. Native Americans are
I
I
requested to name their tribal affiliations.
I
I
Hispanics are requested to name their naI
I
tional origins. Even Asians arerequested to
I
I
name a more specific back ground.
I
I
This is all well and good. We’ve
I
begun to acknowledgethat we cannot lump I
I
everyone into four or five “distinct ethnici- I
I
I
ties.”
I
But what ever happened to the Afri- I
can American and the White? Are there no I
I
differences between an Anglo-Saxon and I
I
an Indian? Or an Egyptian and a Zulu? I
I
The Census Bureau, and the gov- I
I
ernment in general, not to mention Tufts I
I
confuses things by mixing terms. White is I
I
generally considered synonymous with CauI
I
casian, and indicates race. Hispanic indiI
I
cates language. Native American indicates
I
I
place of birth. African and Asian indicate
I
I
geographical origins.
I
A much better system would be I
I
the one that has begun to emerge, and is I
I
partially used on the new form: national I
I
origins. Apersoncan now indicate whether I
I
one is Chinese or Samoan; Cuban or Puerto I
I
Rican; Mohawk or Seminole; but nor Hun- I
E 9
u
garian or French. Why the discrimination? I
I
Are African Americans or Whites more I
I
homogeneous than these other ethnic groups? I
I
Certainly not!
I
I
The government must recognize I
I
that human beings cannot be divided into a
I

----------

I
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BURKE
BICENTENNIA
This year marks the two-hundredth anniversary of the publication of Edmund
Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France. While Burke wrote in reaction to a
triumph of radicalism, the conservatives of I990 are fortunate to witness triumphs of
traditional values as communist oppression is overturned around the globe. However,
the success of our ideals also gives conservatives reason to reflect. Where should the
focus of conservatives’ energies be directed in the coming years? Even National
Review,ever the bellwether of current conservative opinion, recentlypublished a cover
which boldly asked, “WHATNOW?” In considering thefiture, conservatives turn to
their roots. Hence, we turn to Burke. Two centuries after the publication of
Reflections, how does Burke fit into contemporary conservative conceptions of
political order? To what degree can Burke’s ideas serve as models for formulating
conservativepublic policy goals in the 1995’s?
-TJM

Burke Reconsidered
Thomas J. Miles

A consideration of whether the
political thought of Edmund Burke is still
relevant for political actors today becomes
a question of whether the father of conservatism was a man for all political seasons or
merely a child of his own generation? The
answer hinges on how our present American society and politics differ from those of
Burke’s eighteenth century England. Such
an investigation must not become one of
blaming Burke for what he did not foresee,
for holding a figure of another age to the
standards of our own is the essence of
revisionism. Rather, theintention here is to
evaluate whether Burke’s thoughts may
still serve as a useful guide for the selfstyled conservatives of the 1990’s.
At the heart of Burke’s thought
lies his traditionalism, the belief that society is held together by common culture,
customs, and patterns of behavior. However, the Americaof the 1990’spridesitself
on its pluralism, having no set standards
beyond the rule of law. What, then, holds a
society together when the only shared custom and culture of that society is to have no
preordained pattern of behavior? A number of recent books, including those by E.D.
Hirsch and Allan Bloom, lament the nation’s loss of shared experience. Yet, the
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centrifugal forces at work in society are not
only iconoclastic ideologies,but also a feeling
of anonymity in mass society. Without a
sense of belonging to reinforce self worth
and dignity, the individual is not empowered to participate in society. Not only
apathy but a desire to withdraw results.
This isolation in industrial society becomes
manifested in a longing for security, which
is offered by, among other things, the suburbanized cocoon of socalled bedroom communities. Thus, the Little Platoons, the
small groupings of individuals, which,
according to Burke, provide the basis for
loyalty to society as a whole, become more
of a means to escape from society rather
than to interact with it. The positive freedom to participate has been replaced with
the negative freedom from involvement.
The consequence is a limited sphere of
experience, a narrowing of outlook, and an
increased concern for individual interest.
Faced with this compartmentalization of
culture, those on the right of the political
spectrum must wonder how does one be a
conservative when there is precious little to
conserve?
Without a common set of ideals,
society lays an axe to the notion of a group
of natural leaders, the Great Oaks, whose

purpose is to instill those ideals in upcoming generations. The series of scandals involving both legislative and executive
government officials in recent years provides little hope that public service positions will be filled with individuals of superior virtue and ability. In fact, the prevalence of raw ambition and status consciousness among today’s professional politicians
have made the notion of “public service”
bear little relation to the motivations of
most governmental decision makers. Their
motivations are found less and less in national unity and purpose and more and more
in the chaotic convergence of interest &roups
upon government. The moral purpose that
Burke saw the state possessing has been
superceded by a materialistic one of parcelling out favors. Just as individuals organize in a firm to reap economic benefits
from the market, now they also mobilize
into pressure groups to claim a share of economic benefits from the state. In his 1795
“Thoughts and Details on Scarcity,” Burke
asserted that “the State ought to confine
itself to everything that is truly and properly public However, the problem today

...”

See Reconsidered, page 21

1790-1990
Catching up with Edrnund Burke
Theodore R. Naemura
Political theorists everywhere have
good reason to hail 1990 as a watershed
year for political thought. The year will see
unprecedented tests of democratic ideas as
republics emerge from the ruins of totalitarian despotates in Eastern Europe, Nicaragua,Massachusetts, and other fair locales.
Dovetailed perfectly with this celebration
of renascent political freedom comes the
bicentennial of Edmund Burke’s publication Rt$ections on the Revolution in France,
the ideas in which contain, as Burke himself stated, practical means of “linking the
past with the future through the present.”
But if, according to Burke’s ideas,
our country’s future depends on what we
have done with our country in the past, does
this mean that political theories which are
two-hundred years old also have relevance?
Put another way, to see if Edmund Burke’s
ideas are motive forces in today’s political
climate we must see what in Burke indicates a two-hundred year continuum. This
essay considers the position that Burke’s
ideas contain their own vehicles for continuity (in spite of Burke’s position to the
contrary), and that this continuity is borne
out by holding the ideas up to history and
experience.
With the benefit of almost ten years
hindsight it is evident that America has
recently gone through a revolution of sorts
as well. In a slow-moving and natural
manner, felt but largely uncomprehended
by the majority, Americans overcame their
own set of mdical experiences in the 1970’s-Watergate, race riots, Vietnam, Jimmy
Carter--that thankfully were not rife with
wholesale death, but were nevertheless
politically dialectic. The impetus to right
these wrongs came from a conservative,
Ronald Reagan, who in steering the ship of
state stood wholly within the Burkean tradition of forming the future with the wisdom of the ages. Our “revolution” was in

the truest sense a rediscovering of how
great we as individuals and as a nation can
be.
In fact, starting in the early 1980’s
the ideas of many longtime conservatives
were thrust to the fore and became popular
fodder for political dialogue around the
country. William F. Buckley, Margaret
Thatcher, Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Pope John
Paul II--the names and the ideas flow freely
and easily. In the Reagan years, while the
left was busy making a noisy show of ridiculing conservatives in the newspapers and
on television, conservatives themselves were
preoccupied with breathing new life into
battered yet hallowed political ideas. Of
course in doing this they did not have Burke’s
writings spread out in front of them as some
kind of theoretical primer, and this essay
does not at all mean to imply that such is a
legitimate way to go about making policy.
But the ideas upon which Burke commented
are surprisingly similar to those many political actors comment upon today.
In his own times, Edmund Burke
stood in reaction to many events going on
around him. His Reflections note grave
philosophical flaws in the French Revolution and explains his own position. French
society, like all societies, was run by traditional institutions, and these had evolved
through centuries of political experience.
To know of these institutions-essentiially
theThreeEstates--was to know the wisdom
of the ages. On the other hand, Burke was
a realist and recognized gross violations of
the basic liberties of the French people. In
France of 1789 what was politically pragmatic to Burke was gradual change, a slow
yet deliberate adoption of republican principles which in tandem with the historic
institutions would preserve those values
and institutions which history and experience had shown to serve French society
very well indeed. With the benefit of hind-

sight we know that the situations in France
have settled down. But had political experience triumphed over reasowhad the
monarchy been shored up on a republican
platform--Robbespierreand his Jacobin thugs
might never have been let loose on French
society, and Napoleon might never have
found the means of thrusting Europe into a
new era of warfare.
To draw the conclusion that Burke
is aromanticmonarchist ora myopic political thinker would be to miss the mark,
because what he had to say about the
American Revolution strikes a new chord
altogether. To what be one’s utter astonishment, Edmund Burke was a staunch supporter of the American colonists. We can
even go so far as to call him a partisan of the
American cause, because as a minister in
Parliament he agitated on the floor for the
Americans, criticizing British colonial policy
and refening to King George III as a “schem-

Please see Catchingpage 21
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Marxism and the American Professor
John P. Roche, Ph.D.

To say there are more Marxists at
an annual meeting of the American Sociological Association than there are now in
Eastern Europe is merely to utter a truism.
But the closer you look at the views of these
self-styled American radicals, the more you
have to wonder about two crucial questions. First, what precisely do they mean
when they call themselves “Marxists?”
Second, what has led them to worship at the
shrine of a minor nineteenth century economic and social thinker?
When1wasyounginthelate1930s
and first entered into rhetorical combat
with Marxists, one thing could surely be
said: these characters had read Marx and
read him closely. Nevertheless, they managed to disagree about most things. There
was a basic consensus about one thing,
however: Marx (as Engels put it in 1883
speaking at Marx’s grave) was the Charles
Darwin of social science, the man who had
discovered the fundamental laws of historical change.
These laws doomed the capitalist
to destruction as inexorably as Darwin’s
“survival of the fittest” prescription doomed
the dinosaurs. This vision was not based on
personal animosity -- after all, Marx and
Engels had nothing but praise for the capitalist mission in theManifesfo -- but rather
on the belief that history was a script in five
acts which human decisions would in no
way alter or rewrite.
The contemporary Marxists who
are ensconced on the faculties of all the
major universities in this country are anything but clinicians. Indeed my experience
suggests that their knowledge of Marx’s
career and writings is virtually nonexistent.
For example they seem to think that Marx
was a great force in his time for social
justice, when in fact he was practically
unknown except among German radicals.
John Stuart Mill, the great political economist who was a contemporary, does not
once refer to Marx in his enormous body of
writing, including all his letters.
I sometimes think that part of
Marx’s appeal to American Marxist professors is based on personality force. Marx
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was a credit card radical, a perpetual stu- “AmericanEstablishment.” Over the years,
dent mooching first off his family and then, there has been a lot of fiery anti-Marxist
for the rest of his life, off the wealthy rhetoric that could provide evidence for this
Engels. Luckily for faculty radicals, the view. But today, the average American
university tenure system has made a pen- businessman is more temfied by the Intersion from the likes of Engels anachronistic. nal Revenue Service than he is by the threat
What then do today’s radicals of workers’ revolution.
mean when they call themselves Marxists?
Moreover, given the high level of
Most important of all, they mean to express academic freedom and civil liberty Ameritheir dissatisfaction with the status quo, cans enjoy, denouncing the Establishment
finding any status quo heartless. The fact can easily get an ardent Marxist on the TV
news -- where he
can bite the hand
that feeds him with
full confidence that
he will continue to
be fed. Beyond
their emphasis on
the sad state of the
alienated masses still alas suffering from false consciousness and refusing to mobilize
behind their natural leaders -- our
Marxist academics
have little to offer
except a kind of
primitive ecothat this has nothing or little to do with what nomic determinism. In law schools, for exMarx actually believed does not seem to ample, it is considered quite daring to argue
pose aproblem. That Marx admired what is that any society’s laws reflect the interests
now known as “cultural genocide” and looked of the ruling class. Amusingly, Aristotle
forward to Westernizing the natives has all had this daring thought two millennia bebeen forgotten. Similarly, that Marx viewed fore Marx.
The “good news” is that most
alienation as simply part of the human condition, an automatic byproduct of the his- American academicians are non-political.
torical process, has been pushed off to the Only a small minority are activists. The
side. Instead, Marxism has become the re- vast majority are inert, not because they are
pository of all ill-feeling about contempo- scared, but because they find academic
politics a boring waste of time. Thus, while
rary society.
This leads to my second question: administratorsbegin their ritualistic preemp
If Marxists in the universities today do not tive capitulation to some noisy activist just
study or even understand the life or teach- as soon as the first blank round is fired, the
ings of the god, why is it that they call them- bulk of American professors unfortunately
selves Marxists? Here I think the answer is say: “To hell with it --let the dean deal with
quite simple. American radicals in the those clowns.”
academy are for various reasons antiDr. Roche is Olin Professor of American
American and they think, quite naively,
Government at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy.
that the specter of Marxism haunts the
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Hear Ye! Hear Ye!

Whereas the People of the Republic

of Lithuania have lawfully declared their
rightful independence from an immoral and unjust tyranny, and

Whereas that tyranny is imposed by an outside army which has occupied the

temtory of Lithuania illegally for 50 years, and

Whereas the Lithuanian

Declaration of Independence must of needs command
the assent of the several members of the community of nations, and

Whereas that assent has not been forthcoming, be it
Resolved that the Editors and Staff of the Primary Source, in production assembled,

do hereby recognize the rightful independence and sovereignty of the Lithuanian
People. In pursuit of this resolution our European Envoy, one John P. Finneran, is
hereby ordered to present his credentials to the sovereign government of the Republic
of Lithuania.
Resolution unanimously affirmed.
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Who Framed Roger Smith?
Anna Mollow
I wasted six dollars a couple of
weeks ago on a movie which was supposed
to be an “American classic,” which prompted
Siskel and Ebert to exclaim, “One of the
year’s ten best! Two jubilant thumbs up for
this triumphant comedy. Easily one of the
most entertaining films of the year.” Far
from being entertained, I was insulted and
offended by the message that this movie
attempted to convey. The
movie, Roger and Me, is
a very illogical attack on
capitalism whose “humor”
isfunny only if theviewer
is willing to look down
upon people less fortunate than him or herself.
Written, directed, and produced by
Michael Moore, the film
is a documentary which
takesplacein the author’s
home town, Flint, Michigan. The scenario is the
closing of the local General Motors plant, for
which the company’s
president, Roger Smith,
is made to seem solely
remonsible, and the ensukg ill fortune of the entire town’s inhabitants,forwhichRogerSmithisalsoblamed.
Most of the documentary is an
account of Michael Moore’s attempt to
interview the elusive Smith. Between
visits to General Motors, Moore interviews
a variety of residents of Flint, oftin highlighting their poverty and their ignorance.
Some of these people attempt to escape the
poverty into which their town has sunk, and
others do not. Moore would have us pity
those who do not and laugh derisively at
those who do.
The people Moore chooses to represent who do something include the inventor of a lint brush, a Color Me Beautiful
“color consultant,” (she tells people what
colors look best on them), and a woman
who breeds rabbits and sells their meat. As
Moore interviews these people, questioning them about the concerns that are part of

I

their work, which are often trivial or grotesque, the audience is supposed to laugh at
them. We are supposed to snicker in condescension at the woman who earns money
analyzing people’s coloring and takes pride
in her work and at the woman who kills
rabbits without blinking because she does it
for a living and is used to it. We are
supposed to pat ourselves on the back for

being more intelligent than the color analyst and more “sensitive” than the rabbit
breeder, although without a doubt the vast
majority of the movie’s audience eats meat,
and judging from Moore’s hefty physique,
he is no vegetarian himself. Basically, we
are supposed to look down on these people
because they are too poor to afford the
luxury of intellect and middle-class “sensitivity” that we enjoy. Moore is promoting
“classism,” the attitude which liberals often claim to despise.
’
The people who do nothing--for
whatever reason--to save themselves from
the poverty of their town are seen in a more
favorable light. For the most part Moore
does not talk to them; he merely shows
them being evicted from their homes. By
juxtaposing these scenes with segments of
Roger Smith’s speeches delivered in plush
hotels, he tries to imply that somehow their

unhappy circumstances are Smith’s fault.
The guilt which most people experience
when confronted with people much less
fortunate than themselves is an important
element of the audience’s response to this
part of the movie, and Moore plays off this
guilt. But it is important to realize that
much of the guilt we feel in regard to people
whoarepoorerthanweareis illogical. This
guilt is based upon the assumption
that we are responsible for these
people’s poverty. This is an erroneous msumptionfortworeasons. First
of all, one person’s being rich does
i not cause another person to be poor
because the amount of wealth in
existence is not constant; people are
wealthy because they create rnarketable goods or services, not because
they take them away from other
people. The second reason that this
assumption is ill-founded is that one
person cannot be truly responsible
for another person’s wealth. People
who truly believe that others’ poverty is their fault should be compelled to sacrifice their possessions
(and their expensive Tufts educations) and donate their wealth to the
poor. Few, if any, are willing to do
this, le& of all MichaelMoore, who- pockets the proceeds from his successful film.
Fortunately for the audience, there
is another way of relieving their guilt: They
can blame the entire situation on someone
else--Roger Smith. But where is the logic
in this? If we do not believe that it is our
responsibility to sacrificeour wealth for the
sake of the poor (and what student at a
school which costs over twenty thousand
dollars per year can honestly claim to believe in this?), then how can we believe that
it is,Roger Smith’s responsibility? There is
no reason that he should hold any more
responsibility for relieving the poor than
anyone else.
Often the movie implies that he is

Please see Roger, page20
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The Real Media Conspiracy
Tom Kaufman

It seems Israel has gained pariah World War 11. The best example, however,
status by the press for its West Bank poli- istheunitedstates, which grabbedcaliforcies. The standard news line is -- “The Is- nia, Texas, New Mexico and Arizona from
raelis have been occupying territory that the Mexicans after the Mexican American
legitimately belongs to the Palestinians; war. The United States “stole” territory that
hence, the Arab uprising is totally justi- now makes up approximately one-third of
fied.” This statement contains a laughable its GNP in the same manner Israel “stole”
paucity of fact. If we delve into all aspect of the West Bank. If the United States would
the West Bank question we can see the set a good example and give these back, I’m
wisdom in the words of the Israeli right. sure Israel would gladly do the same. The
common retort is that this happened a long
Examine some of the media myths:
time ago, in a different age. Does this mean
MYTH #I :Israel took the West Bank that if Israel can hold onto this territory for
from the Palestinians.
some amount of time its claims will beIsrael did nothing of the kind Jordan come legitimate? Israel has historic rights
annexed (read absconded with) the West to the West Bank; does the United States
Bank in 1950. In 1967 Jordan, along with have thoserights over its territory? The fact
Egypt and Syria threatened to destroy Israel of the matter is that if you are against anand began amassing tanks on the Israeli nexation, you would fit in well with those
border. Israel responded with a pre-emp- “downtrodden, and peace loving” PLO men,
tive strike, destroying the Arab armies in for you are for returning Israel to its presix days. At the end of this war, Israel 1948 borders -- nothing.
occupied the Golan Heights of Syria, the
MYTH #3: The Palestinians have a
West Bank, Gaza, and the Sinai Peninsula.
All of the above territory was taken from long history of controlling the area of Palattacking Arab armies, not the Palestinians. estine, so they should be allowed to control
part of it now.
The areaof Palestine has switched
MYTH#2:Israelhasnoright toannex
hand more than thirty times in its 3700 year
the West Bank and Gaza.
Israel defeated three invading Arab history. The land has been under the control
armies and, as the victor, it may take the of the Egyptians, Jews, Babylonians, Perspoil, the occupied tenitory.Disagree? Well sians, Greeks, Syrians (then Seleucids),
then, you ignore history. Germany lost much Byzantians, Armenians, Romans, Turks,
territory after World War I, Japan after Crusaders, Arabs and British. There is great
controversy as
to who has a
right
to the land,
/cl€DIA
but two fact
give the Isaelis
a good claim.
First,Jews were
the only ones to
ever hold Palestine as a sovereign nation,
under David
and Solomon.
Second, there is
no other Jewish
state whereas
there are some
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twenty arab regimes. The holocaust was
just one of many reminders that Jews are
not welcome as equals in any society.Many
a society has treated the Jews cordially,
until the Jews became too powerful. The
people then simply killed or expelled their
Jewish population. Israel is the only safeguard against this happening again. The
West Bank was formerly Judea and Samaria,
the center of ancient Judaic culture. If the
Israelis have no right here, they certainly
have none to the rest of Israel. Will the
Palestinians survive without an independent homeland? I think so.
MYTH #4: There is no Palestinian

State.

There is, it is called Jordan. Jordan
was formerly part of Palestine Mandate.
Britain split it off in 1922, appointed a
Saudi Arabian King and called it TransJordan. Trans-Jordan, shortened to Jordan,
has a population that is sixty percent Palestinian. The Jordanian Hashemites do not
call it a Palestinian homeland for they enjoy
their control over the territory. However,
Palestinians still constitute a clear majority. If you are not at home in a majority then
it really is true that you can never go home
again.

MYTH #5: Israel‘s concept of occupied autonomy is ludicrous and unfair.
Israel is being extremely fair by
even offering the Palestinians autonomy in
the West Bank under Israeli occupation.
Israel has to constantly worry about its
existence. Three wars in under fifty years
prove this. Israel will not allow an independent Palestinian state for it would have
to be weak enough to not threaten Israel. If
this were to happen, another Arab country,
like Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, could easily
annex it or use it as a base to plant missiles
to fire at Israel. Israel is willing to grant to
the Palestinians twenty times the human
rights that most Arab regimes give. The solution of local autonomy under greater Is-

Please see Conspiracy,page 20
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The Gulag Archipelago Lives
John Finneran

The reader has already perceived
that the year ’35.’37,’49 did not exhaust
the. account of massive shipments to the
Archipelago. The recruitment wascontinuous. Just as there is not an instance without
a birth or a death, so there was not an
instance without an arrest. Sometimes it
was imminent, sometimesfurtherORsome
deceived themselves, thinking that nothing
further menaced, others tortured themselves
as the menace eased; butfrom Kolkhovian
to Politburo member, each adult citizen of
this country knew it: an imprudent word or
movement, and he would find himself cast
without return into the abyss.
--Alexander Solzhenitzyn,The
Gulag Archipelago
Contrary to what you may have
heard. the Gulag Archipelago lives. It is
certainly not as all-pervasive as it was at
the height of Stalin’s rule but the Soviet
Union’s system of political prisoners and
concentration camps is not yet dead. Despite Soviet ruler Mikhail Gorbachev’s
December 1988 declararid before the United
Nations that all political prisoners’hadbeen
freed, there is little doubt that the USSR
still has political prisoners. The only true
object of controversy is exactly how many
political prisoners it has. The French section of Amnesty International listed (6
February 1989)101prisonerswho hadbeen
“imprisoned for having exercised their rights
in a nonviolent fashion.” The American
Committee to Watch the Helsinki Accords
published (28 February 1989) a list of 224
political prisoners or exiles. The International Society for Human Rights published
(10 March 1989) a list of 301 “prisoners of
conscience,” composed of 240 detained for
mainly political reasons and sixty-one detained for mainly religious reasons, for the
most part Muslims and Jehovah’s Witnesses. The International Society’s list included twenty-six persons arrested in 1988
and ten in the first two months of 1989.
While these frgures may appear
small in a population of 289 million, the
Baltic states included, they are much more
likely to be floors -- and rather low ones at
that -- than ceilings. Besides the consider-

able difficulties of obtaining information
on political prisoners from an unfree society, figures vary with differing definitions
of political and non-political crimes. Most
organizations (including the three cited
above) do not include those who use, or call
for the use of, violence as political prisoners. The Hungarian rebels of 1956 imprisoned after the Soviet invasion therefore
would not be included, nor would be the
Rumanian rebels of 1989 if that rebellion
had failed. Even accepting the non-inclusion of those who use or advocate violence,

definitional problems remain. F’ierre Rigou-

lot (in the June 1989 Geopolitique) listed
nineteen articles of the Russian penal code
that can be used to punish political crimes.
While most would accept convictions under Article 70 (“antiSoviet agitation and
propaganda’’) as political, convictions under,
for example, Article 206 (“hooliganism”)
are less clear. muddying the waters still
further are those who, for political reasons,
are convicted of non-political crimes.

Please see Gulag, page 20
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PIRG, from page 8

Reconsidered,from page 12

government. last year, when their funding
was in jeopardy, MassPIRG attempted to
flood the Senate with their own candidates.
Even the referendum MassPIRG pushed
sponsored semester was an effort to
intimidate the TCU Senate by a show of
popular support. Ironically,the referendum
showed an absence of support, so MassPIRG
protested the referendum and had it thrown
out ona technicality. The whole history of
MassPIRG is one of disregard, contempt,
and spite for the TCU Senate, making the
rejection of MassPIRG by that very same
Senate not only an act of courage, but an
act of honor.

is that because the welfare state has become
analternativesourceofeconomicresources
to the market, thedistinction between what
is public and what is private is not only
blurred but is the subject of continual popular discussion.
The question is how many people
will any given piece of proposed legislation
need to benefit for government to enact it?
The number appears to be continually shrinking. A major concern for American politics
is no longer the tyranny of a numerical minority, nor that of a majority. It looks to be
a tyranny of a majority of minorities, each
of whose self-interest is exceeded only by
the common desire to obtain something
from government.

I

M r Zappia is a Junior majoring in History
and Classics.

__

190-1 was withdrawn since “it is no longer
possible to reconsider the subversive bearigoulot gives the example of a former ing of the works of Boris Bolotov, they
litical prisoner and two human rights having been destroyed.” His penalty was
wists who in 1988 were arrested on thereby reduced to five and one-half years,
but to begin from his attempted escape in (4
harges of rape.
Moscow News in its 12 February March 1986). Having been convicted for
1990 issue gave the example of Boris Bolo- political reasons, Bolotov is now considov. With its story, Moscow News included
wo photographs of Bolotov which are
produced with this article. The first is
rom 1983,beforeBolotov’s imprisonment.
e second is from 1986, three years after
he first but after two years in Soviet prison
amps. The physical deterioration in three
k~earsis startling.
In 1977,Bolotov wrotea book that ered a commonprisoner. Let me reiterate:
ticized some aspects of Soviet society. Bolotov, who has not committed any crime,
wing a few years of harassment, in languishes, for having written what was
Bolotov was arrested by KGB agents considered politically t
a
b thirteen years
confiscated and burned his works. ago, in a prison camp as an allegedly nonLOV was subsequently convicted under
political prisoner. It is encouraging that
le 190-1of the Russian penal code and such a case has been published in a Soviet
le 187 of the Ukrainian penal code for newspaper, even one like Moscow News
ng defamed the Soviet state. A bogus which is designed primarily for foreign
ge of theft was added at his trial. Bolo- readers and is, in fact, difficult to find in the
s sentenced in total to eight years Soviet Unidn itself. It is at least equally
ment, three for political crimes troubling, however, that, in today’s USSR,
theft, Another twoandone-half those who dare to express their opinion
added after an escape attempt. must still fear the Gulag Archipelago’ssinister
rticle 190-1 has been repealed. shadow.
light of the repeal Bolotov’s case was Mr. Finneran is a Junior majoring in History
ently reviewed. The conviction under
and Internutionul Relations.

lems of poverty and ignorance been
Oddly, the very groups the welfare
was intended to benefit, the poor and
ignorant, are apt to be the last considere
the process of service distribution, gi
their disadvantaged ability to mobilize
gain access. The welfare state has not
The welfare state is more useful at sat
ing the demands of its clients rather
responding to the needs of society.
If Burke’s vision of the s
partnership of the past and future

dag, from page 19
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eighteenth century politics but expre
hope of what they could be. In that
problems, Burke’s vision o
and traditionalist politics may
than ever.

ian, considerably less than the whole
The whole picture shows that Israel
stant worry. However, Israel is by no
people who realize that on too man
sions, Jews trusted others to treat th
human beings, and on nearly every
sion, that trust was abused. M a n y of Israel

Please see Media, next Page
I

Catching,from page 13
e responsible than others for Flint’s
his business supposedly caused
erty. But in fact his company made
more prosperous; everyone was
edFlint,Michigan. Andit wouldbe
same motives which govern any capirise--self-interest and the desire
and relocate. There is nothing evil

Roger and Me exemplifies much
hat is offensive about liberal, antiitalist philosophies. There is a great
1of elitism hidden in this movie’s mesIt attacks capitalism for creating
the poor and the rich,
encourages a middleh scornfully at people
s educated than they
,and to righteously blame poverty upon
and many of the facts in the “docu*’ were manipulated in order to make

ing tyrant.” Two immediate sentiments
motivated Burke at this time. First, and
predictable, Burke thought the American
Revolution was a positive and constructive
act of restoration of traditional British
constitutional rights which had been violated by the King and his ministers. Second, Burke feared the consequence of a
British victory in the Revolutionary War
because such a triumph would set a grave
precedent for a general subversion of constitutional liberties elsewhere in the empire, perhapseven in Englandas well. With
the unfortunate miseriesof waraside,Burke
basically got what he wanted out of the
American Revolution; a state which was a
collective moral entity and had evolved out
of some common past, and that had adapted
itself to a new environment.
For other insights into Burke’s
relevance, consider the following statement:

The great use of government is as a
restraint; to provide for us in our necessities is not in its power. It would be a vain
presumption in statesmen to think that they
can do it. The people maintain them, and
not they the people.
Forgetting for moment that Burke
wrote this in his essay entitled, Thoughts
andDetails on Scarcity in 1795, this could
be a sentiment of just about any conservative politician or political thinker today.
The point is that while not all conservatives

tionist--sentimentBurke himself
In fact, the ideas of Ed
are a theoretical bri
conservative sentiments
have already seen how in
supported the American caus
out of the very state of libe
for, and it would be this
era1 habits, customs, and civic
all manifest in the capitalist ec
so-called elites. And Americans,likeB
himself, consent to government by
“elites”, yet we do not trust anybody
an excess of power.
Of course, we cannot put B
a time machine and bring him to Ame
take charge of things, and as said be
cannot legitimately take his books
literal primer for modem governing.
we can spot where conte
makers act like Burkean
whether or not they thems
One need net look far for

cation to a great books curriculum in
nations schools echoes a sentiment th
However, I did learn one thing
entirely Burkean. Here is a modern pol
is movie. I leaned the importance
cian calling for American children to
ing able to read between the lines basetheirthoughtonEdmundBurke,Burke taught who we have been as two-hu
someone preaches about the evils and was an articulate voice of timeless political years of Americans, what our
sentiments, and because of their timeless- development has been, and most
ness we find them echoed even today.
proud of it. Scratch th
s to be naive idealism often lies a
Furthermore, consider the follow- or the surface of just about any
g n‘eed to feel superior to others.
ing. In 1974 Richard Nixon’s imperial conservative, and somewhere un
presidency ended in a crescendo of Ameri- you will find to some degree a
can outrage. You probably recall the argu- conservative.
Miss Mollow is a sophomore majoring in
ments well, about how, for instance, the
English and French.
president placed himself above his consti- M r Naemwa is a Senior majoring in Classics
tutional restraints. At this time did Ameriedia, from page 20
and Political Science.
urrent leaders lost family members to the cans not defend their constitution and upussian pogroms, or the Final Solution. hold their traditional sovereignty over their
srael only wants to make sure that this govemment? In a sense anybody who wanted
to preserve the integrity of our laws and
ever happens again.

I

r. Kaufman is a Sophomore majoring in

nternational Relations.
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Hey you Yeah you!
If you consider yourself to be on the right of the political spectrum, (or just hate liberals)
then, order one of these true collector's items. For merely $10 you too can announce to the
world your support of The Primary Source with our handsome T-shirt. (Closet
conservatives can wear one under other clothing and no one will ever know.)

...

Our 100% cotton Haines Beefy-T is emblazened with The
Primary Source masthead on front and "We Know We're Right"
displayed on the back. All shirts are black type on white, large or extra
-large shirts.
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Send $10 +$1.50 postage a d H a d l i n g per shirt.
check or money order to
The Primary Source
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Mail to :

Primary Source T-shirts
Mayer Campus Center
'hfts University
Medford, MA 02155
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Quantity: L-

XL

Total $ enclosed $

Locals can call Dan at 629-8998
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Wanted:
Salesman
up to $30/hr.

for more info, call
629-9547

ask for Tom.
this is a paid advertisement.

I
We cordially invite you to bring our monthly journal into
I
I your home. For fifteen dollars per annum you will receive the
I finest (not to mention the most forthright and telling) account of
I current affairs at Tufts University and elsewhere. Get this

I
I
I
I

1
I
I
I
I

I

I
I journal of conservative opinion mailed directly to your doorstep I
I
I and subscribe to The Primary Source.
I
NAME
I
I ADDRESS
I
1 CITY, STATE, ZIP
I
1 Is this a gift? Y N
Mail to:
I

e

May we have your address?

The Primary Source
Mayer Campus Center
Tufts University
Medford, MA 02155

The Primary Source is a non-profit organization of Tufts Univ.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
No arsenal or no weapon in the arsenals of the
world is so formidable as the will and moral
courage of free men and women.
-Ronald Reagan
It is not enough to succeed, others must fail
-Gore Vidal
The salvationof this human worldrests nowhere
elsethaninthehuman heart,in thehumanpower
to reflect, in human meekness, and in human
responsibility.
-Vaclav Have1

I wish Karl would spend more time accumulating
capital, instead of just writing about it.
-Karl Marx’s mother

Having Known sin at Hiroshima, Physics was
bound to run into advertising sooner or later.
-Russell Seitz on Nuclear Winter
We are bearing true witness to the faith that is in
us-- simplefaith in the freedom of democracy in
the world. It is the kind of faith for which we
have fought be.fore,for the existence of which
we are.ready to fight again.
-Franklin D. Roosevelt
The reason that you find persons before the
doors of abortion clinics is because of the
programmedexterminationof human life which
occurs there. It is a crime against humanity,
whether the legal system meets or fails to meet
its duty and justice to protect life
-Cardinal Bernard Law
Grandkids. All of that. Very important.
-George Bush. on the significance of
the Malta summit.

I would rather model harmonica holders than
discuss Aztec Anthropology.
-Bob Dylan

The cold war isn’t over. It’s only half-time.
-A Tuft’s student who doesn’t want
his name to appear in the Primary Source.

Intellectuals: effete pawns aspiring to the heroic
knights; they do little but talk of overthrowing
the military-industrialcomplex to which all of
them are happily enslaved.
-Bernard Rosenberg

I want to destroy the Senate.
-SmRostnberg
Stu Rambeg has a small but dermgd following.

-RossGinsberg

Liberalism is a timorous creed that can not
suffer the voice of opposition.Its tenets because
they are held as a religious faith, cannot be
subject to questioning,much less contradiction.
-Thomas Fleming

The more I know of other educational institutions,
and in the last fifteen years I have become
acquainted with the greatest in this country, and
many of the greatest in the Old World, the better
satisfied I am with our own.
-Elmer Capen, the President of Tufts

(1903)

It’s a socialist idea that making profits is a vice.
I consider the real vice making losses.
-Winston Churchill

I carry the college with me day and night.
-Austin Barclay Fletcher

The Final measure of any university’s
achievements are the intellectual achievement
of its alumni, and their recognition of the role
the university played in their accomplishments.
-Burton C. Hallowell
Icanrememberbackwhenaliberalwasonewho
was generous with his own money.
If people would dare to speak to one another
-Will Rogers
unreservedly, there would be a good deal less
God grants liberty to those who live in it, and are SOHOW in the world a hundred years hence.
-Samuel Butler
always ready to guard and defend it.
-Daniel Webster
Laziness travels so slowly that poverty soon
The enemy of freedom is unrestrained power, overtakes him.
-Benjamin Franklin
and the champions of freedom will fight against
the concentration of power wherever they find
Marxism is the opiate of the bourgeoisie. American
it.
intellectualsare still infatuated with it, while the
-Barry Goldwater
Europeans have rather outgrown it.
-Vincent Starzinger
I hated the whole togetherness, peace and love
thing. It was conceited, flabby, suffocating-To be astonished by Nicaragua’s election, you
and didn’t mean what it said.
had to ignore the experience if the past year in
-David Bowie, on the 60’s
Eastern Europe and the SovietUnion: Each time
The only miracle brought on by thirty years of a population was given a chance to vote freely
Castm communism is a shortage of sugar in for or against the Marxist in power, the people
threw the bums out.
Cuba
-Jim Hoagland
-William F. Buckley Jr.
The vandals are at the gate. We have a fascist
security state running this country... Onvell did
happen. But it is so subtle that no onenoticed. If
I were George Bush, I’d shoot myself.
Existentially, there’s no hope. His soul is dead.
-Oliver Stone

I cannot explain it, I cannot explain. And I say
this as a social scientist.
-a weeping Sandanista fellow traveller
If Hitler invaded hell, I should make at least a
favorablereference to the Devil in the House of
commons
-Winston Churchill

